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Leaves of Whitman: Felipe, Borges and the Hybrid Translator 

David Shames 

Walt Whitman looms large in the sphere of Hispanic letters. Scholars such 

as Fernando Alegría have traced the reception of his work in the Spanish-

speaking world, generally beginning with the appearance of Whitman as a 

subject of late 19th century texts written by José Martí and Rubén Darío, 

prominent poets of the Latin American modernista movement.1 With the pos-

sible exception of Martí, up until the 1912 publication of Poemas, a Spanish 

translation of Whitman’s works by the Uruguayan modernista Álvaro Ar-

mando Vasseur, most Latin American readers had come to know Whitman 

through translations of his work into languages other than Spanish. The 1912 

Vasseur translation, more than just piquing interest in Whitman, is credited 

with generating within the modernista movement a shift in focus away from 

symbolism and towards a poetry with a more marked political conscious-

ness.2 

In his fascinating study of the vicissitudes (“those repressed elements, 

internal polemics, and open misunderstandings”) of Whitman’s reception in 

Spanish America, Enrico Mario Santí explores some of the aesthetic and 

ideological dissonances which emerged from these encounters. Plumbing 

the “erratic” relationship between Latin American writers and Whitman, Santí 

persuasively makes the case that “the Latin American version of the Whit-

man cult” has been historically viewed as “one of several overarching cultural 

myths” which gloss over the complexities of these cultures as they consider 

the contradictions of Whitman’s discourse.3 
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While it is certainly not lost upon Santí (or any of the aforementioned 

scholars) that Whitman was and continues to be an influential figure both in 

Spanish America as well as on the Iberian Peninsula, the compartmentalis-

ing focus of many scholars on Whitman in Spain or Whitman in Latin America 

leaves room for an in-depth examination of some of the transatlantic ex-

changes which shaped Whitman’s reception in the world of Hispanic letters. 

Santí dedicates much of his final section to the Argentine writer Jorge Luis 

Borges, whose writings on and translations of Whitman are well known. Less 

well known, however, is the fierce polemic which erupted between Borges 

and another translator of Whitman, the Spanish poet León Felipe. The posi-

tions staked out in their debate over how to translate Whitman highlight a 

number of aesthetic, philosophical, and political questions which relate to the 

historical context in which each translation was produced, and to the field of 

translation itself.  

In the present study, I aim to unpack the ways in which Borges and 

Felipe read a key disjunctive element in Whitman’s “Song of Myself”—the 

fluctuating relationship between self and other. After placing each transla-

tor’s philosophy of selfhood and alterity into historical and political context, I 

will then conduct a detailed close reading comparing the translations to Whit-

man’s source text and map out some of the discursive textures of each trans-

lation’s reception. Finally, I will sketch out an implicit theory of translation 

embodied in “Song of Myself.” Each translator, in confronting this theory of 

translation while trying to translate the very same text from specific perspec-

tives, becomes entangled in a specific condition which I denote the transla-

tor’s hybridity. This concept sheds light on the matrix of aesthetic and political 

ideologies which Borges and Felipe encounter in Whitman, which they were 

informed by at the time of their translations and which, in turn, become en-

coded through their translations. 

In 1941, the Spanish poet León Felipe published his translation of Walt 

Whitman’s “Song of Myself.” Felipe’s translation, entitled “Canto a mí 

mismo,” did not go unnoticed by another studious Whitman reader. In a re-

view of Felipe’s work for the magazine Sur, Jorge Luis Borges caustically 

renders his verdict on the translation: “[L]a transformación es notoria; de la 

larga voz sálmica hemos pasado a los engreídos grititos del cante jondo” 

(“The transformation is clear; we have moved from the long psalmic voice to 

the little self-important cries of flamenco”).4 Later in his career, Borges seems 

to take another jab at Felipe’s translation. In an interview with James M. 

Hughes, Borges takes pains to underscore how “[w]henever [he] translate[s] 

[Whitman] into Spanish,” he reads the title of his most famous poem as “‘The 

Song of Myself,’ (not ‘to myself’ but ‘of myself’)”.5 Here the prepositional 

hang-up echoes his earlier critique of Felipe’s “self-important” translation.6  
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Due to the scathing tone of Borges’s Sur review, Felipe felt obligated to 

respond, despite predicting in his prologue the uproar his style of translation 

would provoke in certain literary circles. His response, an essay entitled “Tal 

vez me llame Jonás,” was published in Cuadernos americanos in 1942. In 

this text he patiently walks the reader through his approach to translating 

Whitman, an approach deeply informed by his conception of poetry in gen-

eral. Of course, Felipe does not embark on this defence before first firing 

back at his Argentine critic: “Soy español, que hablo demasiado alto y por 

no sé qué razones esta manera de hablar les molesta mucho a los pedantes 

y a los rabadanes del mundo” (“I am a Spaniard, I talk too loudly and for 

reasons I do not understand this way of speaking really bothers the pedants 

and head shepherds of the world”).7 Felipe goes on to explain why the Span-

iard is often perceived to be speaking at such a loud volume—he had to yell 

“Land ho!” over the crash of waves when the New World first came into view; 

he had to yell “Justice!” along with Don Quixote when the carnivalesque 

knight began his adventures; and finally, and most pertinent to Felipe’s dis-

course, he had to yell “the wolf is coming!” when General Francisco Franco 

staged his 1936 coup to overthrow the democratically elected republican 

government in Spain. In the context of these events, Felipe revisits his earlier 

pronouncement and, in the coup de grâce of his retort, accuses Borges of 

being unable to properly hear him: “El español no habla alto. Ya lo he dicho. 

Lo volveré a repetir. El español habla desde el nivel exacto del hombre. Y el 

que piensa que habla demasiado alto es porque escucha desde el fondo de 

un pozo.” (“The Spaniard does not talk too loudly. I have already said this. I 

will repeat it again. The Spaniard speaks from the exact level of man. And 

anyone who thinks he talks too loudly thinks so because he is listening from 

the bottom of a well.”)8  

Taken together, beyond the ad hominem nature of their literary feud, 

Borges’s critiques and Felipe’s response suggest that each writer possesses 

a deeply personal sense of the poetics of translation. Emir Rodríguez Mone-

gal picks up on as much in his reading of their duelling missives, describing 

how Felipe’s “concepto de la traducción—tal como su concepto de la poesía 

—nada tenía que ver con el de Borges.” (Felipe’s “conception of transla-

tion—just as his conception of poetry—had nothing to do with those of Bor-

ges.”)9 Viewed through the lens of their divergent poetics of translation, the 

polemic between Felipe and Borges transcends a mere rehashing of the 

same debates over the criteria of fidelity that have vexed critics of translation 

ever since St. Jerome penned his self-righteous and inflammatory “Letter to 

Pammachius.”10  

In response to Borges’s criticism that he left behind Whitman’s “long 
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psalmic voice,” Felipe contends that “el salmo español” is, in its cultural spec-

ificity, “partido y verticalizado,” the result of “un procedimiento genuinamente 

español”; “Nos gusta afilar los versos, encimarlos hasta formar torres finas, 

enhiestas y puntiagudas. Hay en esto un proceso semejante al tránsito del 

románico al gótico. Las altivas catedrales góticas son las recias y largas for-

talezas eclesiásticas románicas puestas a pie, afiladas, buídas, disparadas.” 

(Felipe contends that “the Spanish psalm” is, in its cultural specificity, “split 

and verticalized,” the result of a “genuinely Spanish proceeding”; “We like to 

sharpen verses, stacking them up until they form thin, upright and pointy 

towers. There is something in this process that is similar to the transition from 

Romanesque to Gothic architecture. The elevated Gothic cathedrals are the 

long and stout Romanesque ecclesiastical fortresses placed upright, sharp-

ened, grooved, rising up.”)11 

The emerging sense that translating poetry is an act which involves rein-

scribing the transhistoric poetic word in a specific cultural context is but-

tressed in two places later in the essay. First, Felipe writes of how “[L]os 

cantos 44 y 45 de ‘Song of Myself,’ están contenidos ya en el capítulo octavo 

de los Proverbios. . . . Yo he entrado en la traducción de esos dos cantos 

con tanta libertad, que ahora mismo al volver a leerlos ya no sé si son de la 

Biblia, de Whitman, o míos.” (“Sections 44 and 45 of ‘Song of Myself’ are 

already contained in the eighth chapter of Proverbs. . . . I have gone forward 

with their translation with so much freedom that right now, upon rereading 

them, I cannot tell if they are from the Bible, from Whitman, or my own.”)12 

Then, towards the end, he makes his concept of poetry more explicit: “El 

verso anterior al mío es una antorcha que traía en la mano el poeta delantero 

que me buscaba, y el verso que me sigue es una luz que está encendiendo 

otro en las sombras espesas de la noche, viendo mis señales.” (“The verse 

prior to mine is a torch the poet who came before me and sought me out 

carried in his hand, and the verse that follows me is a light that another poet, 

seeing my signals, is igniting in the thick shadows of night.”)13 The idea, then, 

is that the poetic flame in general is a plasma in a constant state of flux, and 

the poet-translator is like the figure of the torchbearer, a stable figure who 

anchors the flame in a specific context, for a specific moment. 

While it is far from uncommon for translators to write about the chal-

lenges of rendering a particular text in another language, one of the curious 

facets of Whitman’s “Song of Myself” is the way in which its mysterious and 

fluctuating delineation of self and other impinges upon the translator/trans-

lated relationship. Whitman’s source text is an exploration of mysticism and 

pantheism in the context of a nascent experiment in democracy and moder-

nity in which reconciling different configurations of the one and the many 

were necessary for both society and spiritual life. Yet this ambiguous and 
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fluctuating relationship in Whitman’s text throws an unexpected monkey 

wrench at the aspiring Whitman translator. How can one translate a text if 

within the text itself there is, at best, an unstable division between the writer 

and reader, between the past and the present? Before considering this ques-

tion in greater detail, it is worth exploring the specific manifestations of self-

hood in “Song of Myself.” 

By way of delimiting the scope of this paper, let me first say that the 

structure in Whitman’s “Song of Myself” that I will focus on, while it is a re-

curring structure (as I will show), is by no means the only structure in this 

extended poem. It does, however, seem well-suited to a comparative analy-

sis of the work of our two translators, as it allows us to tease out certain 

tendencies and idiosyncrasies, to look for points of continuity or disjunction 

between their translations of similar poems. Most importantly, this structure 

problematizes the translator/translated relationship in such a way that our 

analysis of the texts themselves will lead to a re-consideration of certain fac-

ets of translation theory. In broad strokes, the structure which interests us in 

Whitman’s work is marked by four phases: a departure from a sense of self; 

a dialogue between self and other which questions the concept of alterity; 

the erasure of differences between self and other; and finally the dissolution 

of the self and other into the wider natural universe. 

In section five of “Song of Myself,” we see this structure plainly. The 

poem begins with an exaltation of the self: “I believe in you my soul,” and 

then quickly passes to the questioning of otherness: “the other I am must not 

abase itself to you, / And you must not be abased to the other.”14 The disso-

lution of self and other takes the form of a sexualised encounter in this poem: 

“And parted the shirt from my bosom-bone, and plunged your / tongue to my 

bare-stript heart.”15 In the final stanza, the unity of self and other is conflated 

with a pantheistic concept of divinity: 

Swiftly arose and spread around me the peace and knowledge 

that pass all the argument of the earth, 

And I know that the hand of God is the promise of my own, 

And I know that the spirit of God is the brother of my own, 

And that all the men ever born are also my brothers, and the 

women my sisters and lovers, 

And that a kelson of the creation is love.16 

As the poem closes this new spiritual entity is amalgamated with the natural 

universe as the poetic voice veers toward a description of nature, albeit one 

coloured by the undercurrent of metaphysical energy that passes through 
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the ordinary physical boundaries of the leaves: 

And limitless are leaves stiff or drooping in the fields, 

And brown ants in the little wells beneath them, 

And mossy scabs of the worm fence, heap’d stones, elder, mul-

lein 

and poke-weed.17 

This structure is echoed succinctly in section 17. Again, we begin with a de-

parture from the concept of the self: “These are really the thoughts of all men 

in all ages and lands, they / are not original with me.”18 Then the ontological 

barriers between self and other are erased: “If they are not yours as much 

as mine they are nothing, or next / to nothing, / If they are not the riddle and 

the untying of the riddle they are / nothing.”19 In the last two lines, again, the 

undifferentiated self/other and the shared thoughts which transcend any for-

mer barriers between the these two concepts once again bleed into the nat-

ural world: “This is the grass that grows wherever the land is and the water 

is. / This is the common air that bathes the globe.”20 It remains ambiguous 

whether the “This” repeated in the last two lines refers to the “thoughts of all 

men” or if it refers to the unity between the “me” negating any claim to au-

thorship over these thoughts and “all men in all ages and lands.” The mixing 

of disparate elements such as self and other is reaffirmed in the final two 

lines. In the penultimate verse, land and water are opposed as distinct enti-

ties, yet in the final line, the “common air that bathes the globe” evokes a 

mixing of air and water, an image of air imbued with the properties of a liquid. 

The mixing of elements marking a full cycle of this Whitmanic structure 

comes into play in the final section of our case study, section 24. Consider-

ably longer than the other two sections previously considered, there are in 

fact two full expressions of this structure: first, departing from a sense of self 

(“Walt Whitman, a kosmos, of Manhattan the son”); second, questioning of 

alterity: (“Whoever degrades another degrades me, / And whatever is done 

or said returns at last to me. / Through me the afflatus surging and surging, 

through me the current and the index”); third, the dissolution and interpene-

tration of self and other (“Through me many long dumb voices, / Voices of 

the interminable generations of prisoners and slaves, / Voices of the diseas’d 

and despairing and of thieves and dwarfs, / Voices of cycles of preparation 

and accretion”)21; and lastly the wider dissolution into nature (“And of the 

threads that connect the stars / . . . Fog in the air, beetles rolling balls of 

dung”).22 Once again, at the close of the structure, we have “fog in the air,” 

the mixing of the elements. The second structural expression starts out three 

stanzas later: “If I worship one thing more than another it shall be the spread 
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of / my own body, or any part of it” (departure from a sense of self); a long 

section in which the divide between self and other is questioned and ulti-

mately dissolved: 

Translucent mould of me it shall be you! 

Shaded ledges and rests it shall be you! 

Firm masculine colter it shall be you! 

Whatever goes to the tilth of me it shall be you! 

You my rich blood! Your milky stream pale strippings of my life! 

Breast that presses against other breasts it shall be you! 

My brain it shall be your occult convolutions!23 

In the last four stanzas, the poetic voice once again describes the unified 

spiritual entity fading into nature: 

Something I cannot see puts upward libidinous prongs, 

Seas of bright juice suffuse heaven. 

The earth by the sky staid with, the daily close of their junction, 

The heav’d challenge from the east that moment over my head, 

The mocking taunt, See then whether you shall be master!24 

Note once again that the “mocking taunt” signalling the egalitarian nature of 

Whitman’s pantheistic world is directly preceded by the mixing of the ele-

ments of water and air (“Seas of bright juice suffuse heaven”). 

Although numerous critics have written about the play between self, 

other and nature in Whitman’s oeuvre, these debates are far from resolved. 

Gay Wilson Allen hesitatingly notes some apparent fluidity between body 

and soul in Whitman’s persona, but stops short of discussing how this entity 

is principally marked by this flux. Nor does he discuss how this entity inter-

acts with its wider context, ultimately concluding the perception of fluidity is 

a performance by the poet: 

“Whether or not his own psyche was divided, and one can find argu-

ments on both sides of the question, he unmistakably played two 

rôles, one of the flesh, . . . and one of the self as divine, as part of 

God. Of course by wiping out distinctions between body and soul he 

tried to eliminate contradictions, but visually and practically, a duality 

remained.”25 

Maria João Pires more precisely frames the slippage between self and other 
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as an “uneasily shifting balance between the One and the Many.”26 The per-

petual flux of this “uneasily shifting balance” provides a kind of amorphous 

scaffolding which the poet uses to construct and grapple with his material, a 

theme which Mark Maslan picks up on in his enlightening and panoramic 

review of four contemporary works of criticism in Whitman studies. He charts 

the trajectory of the inability to fully resolve the flux of union and disunion in 

current criticism that “haunt the major studies under review.”27 Maslan does 

not use the term “structure” which I have loosely applied here, yet he is in 

close synchrony with my metaphor of flux-as-scaffold when he describes 

how “division is a vital principle of Whitman’s poetics” (my emphasis).28 For 

Maslan, the always fluctuating relationship between self, other and nature is, 

in Whitman, “a guiding principle rather than a problem to be solved”; it is 

“enabling rather than debilitating,” and demands that we reconsider “a whole 

series of relationships in Whitman in which critics have seen union as the 

organising principle: the relationship between body and soul, body and text, 

form and content, man and man, people and government.”29  

While my own position may seem contradicted by Maslan’s conclusion, 

our perspectives are in fact fully compatible. Although the structure I have 

identified does seem to involve a fusion, the overall “organising principle” in 

the structure is the dynamic fluidity of the relationship between self and other. 

It is the provisional nature of any union, the spectre of the incipient disunion, 

which engenders in the Whitmanic flux the capacity to scaffold his text. 

Maslan also suggests, in a way which leads into a discussion of the translator 

of Whitman, that the criticism he reviews treats the problematic of dissolution 

by securing their critical approaches (which run the gamut from queer theory 

to New Historicism and “exemplify much of the thinking in American literary 

politics today”) to this scaffolding I have identified.30 Effectively, the flux of 

Whitman’s text provides a shifting apparatus onto which one can construct 

and work through the contradictions in a theoretical or translation-based 

problematic. 

Just as the Whitman critics whose work Maslan reviews tend to find in 

Whitman’s text a means to construct their own discourses, the slippages be-

tween self and other in Whitman’s text force Borges and Felipe to construct 

discourses of translation which, beyond encompassing their renditions of the 

poetry, disclose elements of their aesthetics and politics. While the Whit-

manic self perpetually dissolves into the collective and, subsequently, into 

the natural universe, Felipe’s reading of Whitman reinforces the dualistic bar-

riers between self and other. In the prologue to his translation, Felipe writes: 

Dice [Whitman]: . . . No desdeño a ninguno. Que nadie se quede a la 

puerta. La manceba, el parásito y el ladrón están invitados; y el negro 

cimarrón y el sifilítico también. No habrá diferencias ni privilegios para 
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nadie. ([Whitman] says: I do not disdain anyone. May nobody stay 

waiting at the door. The concubine, the moocher and the thief are all 

invited; the runaway slave and the syphilitic, too. There will be neither 

differences nor privileges for anyone.)31 

Yet Felipe cautions that while Whitman welcomes any and all, “‘El Canto a 

mi mismo’ no es . . . una invitación ni a la igualdad ni a la dicha.” (“‘The Song 

of Myself’ is not . . . an invitation to equality nor to happiness.”)32 Despite 

Felipe’s claim that there will be no “diferencias” between all those invited to 

sit at Whitman’s table and revel in their common heroism, his approach to 

translation reasserts the primacy of the discourse of difference. While he be-

gan his translations of Whitman prior to the outbreak of the Spanish civil war 

in 1936 during his first sojourn to America, the importance of reading his 

translation in the context of a conflict between those loyal to Spain’s fledgling 

republic and the Spanish Nationalist forces commanded by General Fran-

cisco Franco cannot be overstressed. Consider his insistence on the now, 

his specific framing of his 1941 translation of “Song of Myself” within the con-

text of a Spain already descending into fascism: 

Ésta es la hora de trasbordar las consignas poéticas eternas; de tras-

vasar de un cuenco a otro cuenco las genuinas esencias de los pue-

blos; de llenar las copas de nuestros viejos alfareros con vinos de 

otras cepas y de otros lugares, con vinos del norte y del sur . . . La 

mejor hora para brindar por el hombre con canciones de otras latitu-

des, trasladadas a nuestro discurso. (Now is the time to transfer the 

eternal poetic mottos; to decant from one basin into another the gen-

uine essences of the peoples; to fill the cups made by our old potters 

with wines from other grapevines and from other places, with wines 

from the north and from the south . . . The perfect time to toast man 

with songs from other latitudes, relocated to our discourse.)33 

The translational verbs Felipe deploys—trasbordar, trasvasar, trasladar 

[transfer, decant, relocate]—evoke a physical act of transference and reaf-

firm the underlying differences between “un cuenco” and “otro cuenco,” (“one 

basin” and “another”) between “las copas de nuestros viejos alfareros” and 

“los vinos de otras cepas y de otros lugares” (“the cups made by our old 

potters” and “the wines from other grapevines and from other places”). These 

concrete references to differences mirror what must have been the black and 

white nature of the conflict for Felipe, whose sympathies lay with the republic 

from the beginning of war.34  

While Felipe seems to read Whitman with an eye for reasserting the 

discourse of difference, Borges takes a different tack. He wrote more exten-

sively on Whitman than Felipe did, and, as Efraín Kristal notes, the delay 
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between the original announcement of his translation of Leaves of Grass 

(Hojas de hierba} in 1927 and its actual publication date in 1969 can be ex-

plained by Borges’s “evolving interpretations of Whitman.”35 These interpre-

tations, taken together, seem to indicate that Borges reads some of the am-

biguities in “Song of Myself” with an eye toward systematising some of the 

work’s entropic tropes. In his 1929 piece “El otro Whitman,” Borges writes in 

a footnote that “[c]asi todo lo escrito sobre Whitman está falseado por dos 

interminables errores. Uno es de la identificación sumaria de Whitman, hom-

bre caviloso de letras, con Whitman, héroe semidivino de Leaves of grass 

como don Quijote lo es del Quijote” (“[a]lmost everything written about Whit-

man is falsified by two interminable mistakes. One is the summary identifi-

cation of Whitman, an obsessive man of letters, with Whitman, the semidi-

vine hero of Leaves of Grass as don Quixote is to Don Quixote”).36 This cri-

tique of the conflation of Whitman the man with Whitman the protagonist is 

complicated in Borges’s prologue to Hojas de hierba, in which he describes 

a blurring of the distinction between these two figures: “[C]asi no hay página 

en que no se confundan el Whitman de su mera biografía y el Whitman que 

anhelaba ser y que ahora es, en la imaginación y en el afecto de las gene-

raciones humanas.” ([T]here is almost no page on which the Whitman of his 

mere biography and the Whitman which he longed to be, (and now is, in the 

fond imagination of human generations) are not mixed up with one an-

other.”)37 Here Borges seems to accept the interpenetration of a man and his 

alter ego as a metaphysical possibility. Finally, toward the end of the very 

same prologue, Borges complicates even further his analysis of Whitman: 

“Whitman ya era plural; el autor resolvió que fuera infinito. Hizo del héroe de 

Hojas de Hierba una trinidad; le sumó un tercer personaje, el lector, el cam-

biante y sucesivo lector.” (“Whitman was already plural; the author was de-

termined that he be infinite. He made the hero of Leaves of Grass a trinity; 

he added a third persona to him, the reader, the changing and successive 

reader.”)38 Thus in contrast to Felipe’s reconstruction of the dualistic bor-

ders—self and other—in Whitman’s entropic structure of self, Borges con-

ceives of Whitman as a dynamic system in flux, of a subjectivity that first 

forks and then becomes tripartite over time. 

The political roots of Borges’s translation are more elusive than Felipe’s 

clarion call for Spanish readers to assimilate Whitman’s mythology of Amer-

ican democracy into their own culture as their country collapsed into a de-

cidedly undemocratic period. But if, as Alfred J. López points out, discussing 

the work of another avid Whitman reader, the Cuban intellectual José Martí, 

“[t]he translator . . . is an irreducibly interstitial figure,” whose “placement be-

tween languages and cultures delimits any attempt to completely embrace 

the one or the other,” then our task is to examine those interstices, those 
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ruptures and caesurae in which the translator does make an attempt to em-

brace both languages and cultures simultaneously.”39 What, then, is the lin-

guistic and political liminal space within which Borges operates as a transla-

tor? There are subtle clues in the paratextual elements of Borges’s transla-

tion. Whitman has often been called the poet of American democracy, a pro-

ject which evoked, for many, the ideals of a polyphonic and egalitarian polit-

ical space. As Borges repeatedly acknowledges the Whitmanic division in 

his writings, in his translations themselves he tends to systematise these 

fluctuations and circumscribe the flux within self-referential textual terms. At 

another moment in his prologue, a reading of the project of democracy in 

America emerges which is homologous with the limits on the expansiveness 

of the Whitmanic self revealed to the reader of Borges’s translation. America, 

while once “el símbolo famoso de un ideal” (“the famous symbol of an ideal”) 

has become “un tanto gastado por el abuso de las urnas electorales y por 

los elocuentes excesos de la retórica” (“a bit worn-out through the abuse of 

the ballot box and through eloquent excesses of rhetoric”).40 In light of this 

homologous relationship between the limits of the ideals of democracy and 

the limits of the expansiveness of the democratic self, it is only now, through 

the anachronistic lens of hindsight, that we can read the deep irony contained 

in Borges’s dedication of his translation to Richard Nixon, under whose pres-

idency the CIA would go on to clandestinely assist Augusto Pinochet in de-

posing the democratically-elected Salvador Allende in 1973.41 In 1976, Bor-

ges would accept the Grand Cross of the Order of Bernardo O’Higgins from 

the Chilean dictator. Shortly prior to his being honoured by Pinochet’s re-

gime, Borges had travelled to Spain. The country was still reeling politically 

from General Franco’s death a year earlier and was in the messy process of 

restoring some semblance of democratic rule when Borges culminated a se-

ries of provocative public comments in which he disparaged democracy in 

general by recanting his support for the Spanish republic during the civil war 

and remarking upon “the value of what Franco had achieved.”42  

How could two translators who subscribe to such radically different pol-

itics converge on the same text? Regardless of whether the translator of 

Whitman attempts to transplant his politics of inclusion into the soil of a coun-

try lurching headlong into autocratic rule, or, on the other hand, attempts to 

throw up some rhetorical parameters to the expansive features of the dis-

course of inclusionary democratic politics, one thing seems clear: anyone 

deigning to translate the American poet must carry out the project in a man-

ner which reckons with both Whitman’s world and their own. Each of these 

worlds is at least partially constructed in the imaginary of the writer who tries 

to map them. But they are also partially the result of the concept of hybridity. 

Within the context of translation, the term hybrid intuitively evokes the 
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fusion of author and translator, of source text and translation, of source lan-

guage and target language, source culture and target culture. Yet within the 

field of cultural studies, the debates surrounding theories of hybridity can 

help clarify how and why Felipe and Borges confront Whitman so distinctly. 

While Felipe and Borges were nominally Spanish and Argentine, respec-

tively, both lived and travelled extensively in the Americas, in Europe and 

elsewhere, and both writers were deeply concerned not just by national af-

fairs but by international goings on as well. As such, they already come to 

the table with mixed cultural backgrounds. Homi Bhabha defines hybridity as 

“the construction of cultural authority within conditions of political antagonism 

or inequity.” Although Bhabha’s ideas mostly focus on the construction of 

cultural authority within “partial cultures, the contaminated yet connective tis-

sue between culture,” she is also focused on hybridity as a construct of 

time:43 

The borderline work of culture demands an encounter with “newness” 

that is not part of the continuum of past and present. It creates a sense 

of the new as an insurgent act of cultural translation. Such art does 

not merely recall the past as a social cause or aesthetic precedent; it 

renews the past, reconfiguring it as a contingent “in-between” space 

that innovates and disrupts the performance of the present.44 

Bhabha’s sense that hybridity is a manifestation of resistance in which an 

intervention is made which interrogates the convenient division of peoples, 

cultures and history, is directly in dialogue with Néstor García Canclini, who 

contends that “the uncertainty about the meaning and value of modernity 

derives not only from what separates nations, ethnic groups, and classes, 

but also from the sociocultural hybrids in which the traditional and the mod-

ern are mixed.”45 García Canclini is ultimately more concerned with the 

blurred distinction between the cultured, mass-based and popular products 

and societies caught in a schizoid limbo, torn between democratising culture, 

reifying the traditional past or allowing market forces to connect producers 

and consumers of cultural products, than he is with the discursive construc-

tion of cultural power by subaltern communities, as is Bhabha. Nonetheless, 

there is a certain sense of harmony between the two theorists, visible in Gar-

cía Canclini’s attempt to inject “[a] more sociological view” into the “aesthet-

ics of reception,” which acknowledges the “asymmetry between emission 

and reception” and “the strategies of conditioning” responses to cultural pro-

duction, that will prove useful to an analysis of translation.46  

Extrapolating from the ideas of these two thinkers, the translator in gen-

eral is a hybrid figure in two crucial senses. First, he is almost always working 

off a text which precedes him. As such, the act of translation “renews” this 
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seemingly bygone context and reconfigures it as a “disruption” of the “per-

formance of the present.” Second, the translator is not only a simultaneous 

reader and writer of the text, he is also a framer of how his own translation 

should be read at a specific crossroads of culture and history. Felipe not only 

attempts to renew the optimistic promise of American democracy, he also 

frames this renovation as the reterritorialisation of poetic discourse, highlight-

ing its fundamental differences in language and culture to demonstrate via 

the resulting contrast the appeal of a universal message of justice. Borges, 

on the other hand, conjures up the Whitmanic myth of American democracy 

and holds it up to the light to scrutinise the project of democracy many years 

after the country’s transformation from agrarian nation to hegemonic inter-

national power, while attempting to persuade the reader of the universality 

and timelessness of Whitman’s language (“El idioma de Whitman es un idi-

oma contemporáneo; centenares de anos pasaran antes que sea una len-

gua muerta. Entonces podremos traducirlo y recrearlo con plena libertad.” 

(“Whitman’s language is a contemporary language; hundreds of years will 

pass before it is a dead language. Then we will be able to translate and rec-

reate it with total freedom.”)47 In the analysis to follow of excerpts from Bor-

ges and Felipe’s translations of Whitman, I do not aim to point out textual 

fissures with an eye towards adjudicating any normative debates surround-

ing these translations. My goal is not to determine which writer produced the 

better translation, or whose poetics of translation are superior. Rather, I aim 

to create incisions in the text so as to glimpse a cross-section of the figure of 

the translator and try and demonstrate how and along which axes—aes-

thetic, philosophical and political—he becomes a hybrid creature. 

In section five of “Song of Myself,” Whitman opens with “I believe in you 

my soul / the other I am must not abase itself to you, / And you must not be 

abased to the other.”48 Felipe translates these verses in the following man-

ner: 

Creo en ti, alma mía, 

Pero el otro que soy, no debe humillarse ante ti, 

ni tú debes humillarte ante él.49 

(I believe in you, my soul, 

But the other I am, must not humble itself before you, 

And you must not humble yourself before the other.) 

Borges, for his part, translates the same line with a notable difference: 

Creo en ti, mi alma, el otro que soy no se rebajará ante ti, 
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Y tú no te rebajarás ante él.50 

(I believe in you, my soul, the other I am will not debase itself be-

fore you, 

And you will not debase yourself before the other.) 

If at the outset of this poem, the future tense employed by Borges seems to 

foreshadow a shift in the relationship between self and other to come, this 

tone is reinforced several verses later. In Whitman we read: 

Swiftly arose and spread around me the peace and knowledge 

that pass all the argument of the earth, 

And I know that the hand of God is the promise of my own. (27) 

In Felipe: 

Conocí entonces la paz y la sabiduría que están más  

allá de las disputas de la tierra.  

Y ahora sé que la mano de Dios 

es la promesa de mi mano. (42) 

(Then I knew the peace and wisdom  

that lie beyond the arguments of the earth. 

And now I know that the hand of God 

is the promise of my hand.) 

And in Borges:  

Velozmente se irguieron y me rodearon el conocimiento y la paz 

que trascienden todas las discusiones de la tierra, 

Y desde entonces sé que la mano de Dios ha sido prometida a la 

mía. (43) 

(Swiftly rose and surrounded me the knowledge and peace 

that transcend all the arguments of the earth, 

And since then I know that the hand of God has been promised 

to my own.) 

Once again, Borges changes the aspect, shifting Whitman’s verse from pre-

sent tense to the present tense with the perfect aspect. The aspect change 

infuses the poetic voice with a prophetic tenor, a sense of prior knowledge 
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of the textual system. In Felipe’s translation, the notable difference from 

Whitman’s text is the disruption of the agency with which the “peace and 

knowledge” are endowed, as these phenomena do not “spread around” the 

poetic self but rather become known by a more stable self. In Borges and 

Whitman’s versions, this amorphous self/other seems characterised by an 

immateriality which allows the forces of peace and wisdom to simply pass 

through of their own accord. Section five of “Song of Myself” closes with the 

dissolution of the self into nature. The three renditions of the beginning of 

this structural phase are as follows: 

Whitman: “And limitless are leaves stiff or drooping in the fields.” 

(27) 

Felipe: “Infinitas son las hojas erguidas o marchitas del bosque.” 

(“Infinite are the leaves stiff or wilted of the woods.”) (42) 

Borges: “Innumerables son las hojas rígidas o que se curvan / en 

los campos.” (“Innumerable are the leaves rigid or bending / in 

the fields.”) (43) 

Here the differences are subtle, yet revealing. Whitman’s “limitless” hones in 

on the form of the leaves themselves, suggesting that each leaf, newly pen-

etrated by the same fragmentary pull which dissolved the self/other binary, 

begins to transcend its formal borders. Felipe’s “infinitas” seems to maintain 

the form and size of each leaf as concrete and stable properties, while point-

ing toward their endless replication. Borges’s poetic voice describes the 

leaves as “innumerables,” a term which, while similar to Felipe’s, calls to 

mind less a transcendence of finitude than a transcendence of a system of 

numbers. 

Passing now to section 17, we will note some consistencies in the ways 

these translations diverge. 

Whitman: 

These are really the thoughts of all men in all ages and lands, 

they are not original with me, 

If they are not yours as much as mine they are nothing, or next to 

nothing, 

If they are not the riddle and the untying of the riddle they are 

nothing. (38)  

Felipe: 

Estos son los pensamientos de todos los hombres de  
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todas las edades y todos los pueblos; 

no son originales, 

no son míos solamente, 

si no son tuyos también no son nada o casi nada; 

si no son el misterio, 

y al mismo tiempo la llave que abre todos los mis- 

terios, no son nada  

(These are the thoughts of all men of 

all ages and all villages; 

they are not original, 

they are not just mine, 

if they are not yours as well they are nothing or almost nothing; 

if they are not the mystery, 

and at the same time the key that unlocks all mys- 

teries, they are nothing.) (73) 

Borges: 

Estos son en verdad los pensamientos de todos los hombres en 

todas  

las épocas y países: no son originales míos.  

Si no son tan tuyos como míos, son nada o casi nada, 

Si no son el enigma y la solución del enigma, son nada  

(These are really the thoughts of all men in all 

eras and countries: they are not my originals. 

If they are not just as much yours and mine, they are nothing or 

almost nothing, 

If they are not the enigma and the solution to the enigma, they 

are nothing. (58) 

The key departure each translator makes from the original text occurs in their 

versions of Whitman’s fourth and fifth verses. Whitman’s “riddle and the un-

tying of the riddle” erases any binary distinction between the riddle and its 
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intransitive unravelling. Neither translator chose to keep Whitman’s gram-

matical construction intact. Felipe’s version subtly reintroduces the necessity 

of an agent, as the “key that unlocks all mysteries” sweeps aside Whitman’s 

intransitive ambiguity with the image of a skeleton key that would require a 

stable self to carry out the action of unlocking. Borges economises Whit-

man’s entropic self-disentangling riddle by re-systematising the verse in the 

simpler terms of “the enigma and the solution to the enigma.” In the final lines 

of this poem, Whitman writes: 

This is the grass that grows wherever the land is and the water 

is, 

This the common air that bathes the globe. (38)  

Felipe: 

Son la hierba que crece donde hay agua y tierra, 

son el aire corriente que envuelve nuestro globo  

(They are the grass that grows where there is water and land, 

They are the common air that envelops our globe). (73) 

Borges: 

Esta es la hierba que crece donde hay tierra y hay agua, 

Este es el aire común que baña el planeta  

(This is the grass that grows where there is land and there is wa-

ter, 

This is the common air that bathes the planet.) (58) 

While Whitman’s disparate poetic elements begin the poems as plurals—

thoughts, men, lands—by the time we get to the enigma, everything has dif-

fused not into contradiction but rather into a chaotic singularity, heterogene-

ous yet somewhat circumscribed, a notion emphasised though his use of the 

third person singular “is” in the penultimate verse. Consistent with the thesis 

that Felipe maintains the dualistic borders in his reading of Whitman, he re-

tains the third person plural with his use of “son” (they are). Additionally, the 

mixing of elements, which we have come to interpret as a Whitmanic sign of 

the dissolution of duality, is no longer present in Felipe’s translation, as the 

“aire corriente” simply “envuelve nuestro globo” (envelops our globe)—de-

void of the liquid-like ability to bathe. Borges’s rendition features one notable 

difference, namely his use of the word “planet” which adds a layer of self-

referentiality to his reading of Whitman-as-system. Whereas Whitman and 
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Felipe’s “globo” (globe) can both describe the partiality of the earth (one 

planet among many) and a spherical totality, Borges’s use of planet evokes 

bounds and limits which supersede Felipe’s stable dualism: a systemic uni-

verse filled with burning gases, vacuums of space and gravitational forces. 

  Moving on to the final case study, the translation praxes of Felipe 

and Borges are thrown into even greater relief. In the third stanza of section 

24, Whitman’s poetic voice is already in the throes of a connection with a 

diffuse, pantheistic divine force: 

Through me the afflatus surging and surging, through me the cur-

rent and the index. (43) 

Felipe: 

De mí surge la inspiración: 

y lo corriente y lo vulgar  

(From me the inspiration surges: 

and what is current and what is vulgar.) (89) 

Borges: 

A través de mí surge y surge la voluntad creadora, a través de 

mí, el torrente y el índice  

(Through me the creative will surges and surges, through me, 

The torrent and the index.) (66) 

It is perhaps here that the reader can most clearly identify Felipe’s recon-

struction of the lost borders separating self and other. While Borges and 

Whitman endow the afflatus (“voluntad creadora”) with the ability to pass 

through (“a través”) a dissolving subject, Felipe’s version does not bring the 

subject and this sublime force to the same level of immateriality. In his trans-

lation, “la inspiración” surges from the poetic subject, presupposing a radical 

difference between interiority and exteriority, the very difference Whitman’s 

text seems to question. Moreover, his translation of “the current and the in-

dex” as “lo corriente y lo vulgar” is a massive departure from Whitman, in 

that the original text describes physical properties of this mystical afflatus, 

while Felipe describes the aesthetic properties of his inspiration. One subtle 

difference between Borges’s version and the original lies in his translation of 

“current” as “torrente.” Whitman’s imagery—derived from the words “surg-

ing,” “current” and “index”—are evocative of electricity, a theme whose myr-

iad resonances Paul Gilmore has traced throughout Whitman’s work. One of 

these resonances sheds light on the translation choice Borges makes in 
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these verses while simultaneously providing a segue into a discussion of 

how Borges and Felipe confront and deal with the implicit theory of language 

encoded in Whitman’s text. In addition to endowing the creative afflatus de-

scribed here with a charge, Gilmore writes of how electric imagery more 

broadly in Whitman “begins to hint at the dynamic, volatile, and generative 

nature of both sex and language, as it is the incomplete intersection and 

interaction between the words that creates the suspended tension of mean-

ing within the lines.”51 Yet Borges’s rendition of the current as “torrente,” or 

“torrent,” recalls water imagery or, to the extent that it describes a flow or a 

stream is usually describing the flow of a liquid. By injecting a reference to 

water into verses which also evoke electricity, Borges foreshadows the Whit-

manic mixing of elements to come later in the poem, underscoring the Whit-

man imprimatur on this creative force passing through loose assemblages of 

concepts of self, other, and language. In other words, if Whitman is working 

through what could be called a theory of language in these verses, Borges 

has taken pains to call attention to the fact that this theory is a part of the 

Whitmanic system he has mapped out through his readings. 

Before delving into the implications of my analysis of Borges and Fe-

lipe’s work for the field of translation in general, it is worth pausing for a mo-

ment to briefly discuss the reception of each translation. Several common 

threads emerge in many of the critical appreciations of these texts. Critics 

tend to consider each translation within the framework of what Lawrence Ve-

nuti calls the “instrumental model” of translation, a model which involves 

transferring an “invariant” from the source text into the target language.52 

Curiously, given the disintegrating self the reader confronts in Whitman’s 

work, many reviewers of these translations suggest that the invariant they 

perceive is none other than Whitman himself, or some conflation of his tex-

tual and historical personae in a way which recalls Borges’s essays. The 

translator seems to have either resurrected his corpse or stitched together 

some semblance of a coherent whole out of his fragmentary subjectivity. In 

1942, Revista hispánica moderna published a blurb asserting that in Felipe’s 

translation the reader encounters “Whitman—ese joven norteamericano de 

las barbas blancas que vivió más que 70 años de trabajo y poesía—vivo, 

caliente, humano, universal y eterno.” (“Whitman—that young North Ameri-

can with the white beard who lived more than 70 years of work and poetry—

alive, hot, human, universal and eternal.”)53 In 1975, Gerardo Mario Goloboff 

praises Borges’s translation in a similar fashion, describing how in his ver-

sion “la grandeza de Whitman se ha conservado intacto” (“Whitman’s great-

ness has been conserved intact.”)54  

Other critics reach slightly beyond the instrumental model and have ven-

tured the idea that both translators in fact become or attempt to become 
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Whitman through their translations. This is perhaps unsurprising given the 

tendency for viewing Whitman through the lens of the fusion of self and other 

which Maslan has indicated, and the notion of the translator becoming Whit-

man does gesture towards our goal of scrutinising the translator’s hybridity. 

Eugenio Imaz stops short of offering any insight into the process of hybridi-

sation or its implications for the work or field of translation when he concludes 

that Felipe “encarnó a Whitman” through his translation (“embodied Whit-

man”).55 Rosemary Arrojo conducts a much more nuanced reading of Bor-

ges’s relationship to Whitman. In her view, Borges’s approach to translation 

is “an intrinsically performative textual activity,” and from this perspective the 

translator does not necessarily become hybridised but acts out a fantasy of 

becoming an author.56 This fantasy permeated Borges’s early attempts to 

write Whitmanesque poetry, and culminated in a translation project which 

was not published until late in the Argentine’s career. Arrojo reads Borges’s 

translation in part as “therapeutic” attempts to “deal with the conflicts of in-

fluence” and a mode of “expressing one’s subterranean desires and fanta-

sies through someone else’s words.”57  I tend to find Arrojo’s argument that 

Borges’s translation is the performance of an identity-based fantasy to be a 

plausible explanation for some of the self-referential manifestations in Bor-

ges’s translation. Yet once the issues of Borges and Felipe’s different ap-

proaches to translating Whitman, and the framework of translator hybridity, 

are added to the equation, Arrojo’s conclusions are only partial explanations 

for the specific aesthetic and political undercurrents I have pointed out in 

Borges’s work. In fact, in light of the comparative analysis of these transla-

tors, Arrojo’s conclusion that “Borges, like Pierre Menard, did seem to be 

interested in erasing the traces of his blatant attempts at being an-Other,”58 

does not in fact seem to differentiate his translation from Felipe, who writes 

in the “Tal vez me llame Jonás” essay of how “noto que el recio sombrero de 

charro, el amplio flexible de Texas, el jíbaro, el jarano y el jipijapa me sientan 

tan bien como el viejo chambergo de Castilla. ¡Que es el mismo sombrero 

con más órbita!” (“I realise that the sturdy cowboy hat, the wide flexible Texas 

hat, the straw hat and the Panama hat all fit me just as well as the old cham-

bergo from Castile. It is the same hat, just with a wider brim59!”)60 Felipe 

seems just as interested in playing the costumed role of Whitman as Borges 

does in Arrojo’s translation. As such, more differentiation is necessary to dis-

sect their hybridity in terms which move beyond a simple desire to “be” Whit-

man. 

Despite their attempts to home in on a framework of how the translator 

and the author can become interpenetrating subjects, neither Imaz nor Arrojo 

conducts a close reading of how Felipe or Borges’s translations reflect their 
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hybridity, or how the nature of this hybridity manifests itself in their transla-

tion. Rodríguez Monegal comes the closest to such an analytic approach, 

shrugging off the mantle of the instrumental model in favour of what Venuti 

would term the “hermeneutic model” of translation, explaining how Felipe’s 

passing-of-the-torch conception of poetry led him to “entra[r] a saco en la 

obra de todos los poetas cuya actitud comparte” (“dive right into the work of 

every poet whose attitude he shares.”)61 The resonances of looting Whit-

man’s poetry through translation echo through Juan Frau’s reading of Fe-

lipe’s translation. According to Frau, Felipe’s concept of poetry as a “bien 

común” (“common good”) led to “una disolución del concepto de autoría” (“a 

dissolution of the concept of authorship”) allowing the Spanish poet to be-

come a “prolongación de Walt Whitman” (“an extension of Whitman”).62  

Aside from sketching this blurry silhouette of two discrete poets whose 

outer limits disintegrate as they plunder the commons of poetry, Frau goes 

no further in shedding light on Felipe’s hybridity. Ultimately, he falls into the 

same trap as Francisco Pérez Marsilla in the latter critic’s prolific compara-

tive analysis of Borges and Felipe’s translations—namely, the trap of simply 

examining the expressed approach to translation and rendering a normative 

evaluation of the relative success of the work in question. Pérez Marsilla de-

scribes Borges’s approach as the pursuit of “un interés estético: la riguro-

sidad, la traducción perfecta” (“an aesthetic interest: exactness, the perfect 

translation”) while Felipe translates to “vehicula[r] sus ideas republicanas o 

humanistas” (“act as an intermediary for his humanist or republican ideas”) 

(9).63 Yet he does support the first part of my thesis that Borges shades the 

Whitmanic dissolution with the self-referential hues, while Felipe tends to di-

minish this division: “[E]l bonaerense le ortorga [a Whitman] una dimensión 

física, lo ‘cree’ dividido. . . . Felipe . . . le concede un alto grado de unidad y 

centralidad. Es decir, lo configura como un personaje individual cuya influen-

cia se extiende a sus semejantes, no como una multiplicidad de personajes.” 

(“The man from Buenos Aires bestowed a physical dimension upon Whit-

man, he ‘believes’ him to be divided. . . . Felipe . . . concedes a great deal of 

unity and centrality to him. Which is to say, he configures him like an individ-

ual character whose influence extends to his peers, not as a multiplicity of 

characters.”)64 This is, of course, a cursory panorama of some of the recep-

tion across the years of Felipe and Borges’s translation. Nonetheless, it does 

illustrate that while many critics have pinpointed an intersection of these 

translations and the fluidity of selfhood embodied in Whitman’s texts, the 

nexus of self and other itself in Whitman interacts with the aesthetic and po-

litical ideologies of these two translators in ways which the existing scholar-

ship has not yet linked to the study of translation in general.  

One way in which the interaction between Whitman’s text and these two 
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translators highlights the usefulness of the concept of hybridity in translation 

studies is the way in which Borges’s and Felipe’s readings of Whitman tend 

mirror the poetics of their own work. As we have seen, Felipe’s translation 

tends to re-concretise the fluctuating dualism in Whitman. But the critic Wil-

liam Little insists that Felipe’s own work, even before the 1941 translation, is 

also characterized by a stable dualism and a system of “analogías an-

titéticas” (“antithetical analogies”): 

[S]e puede afirmar que León Felipe construye su metafísica sobre 

una serie infinita de correspondencias antitéticas: a saber, hay luz 

porque él ha vivido en la sombra, existe la verdad porque ha oído 

mentiras; hay justicia porque le ha acongojado la injusticia; y habrá 

un segundo nacimiento porque tuvo lugar el primero. 

[O]ne could assert that León Felipe constructs his metaphysics on an 

infinite series of antithetical correspondences, namely, there is light 

because he has lived in the shadows, the truth exists because he has 

heard lies; there is justice because has been afflicted by injustice; and 

there will be a second coming because the first took place.65 

Similarly, Efraín Kristal associates Borges’s translations with the “inclination 

toward cyclical themes in his own poetry”66 and María Luisa Bastos notes 

that in Borges’s early books—as they relate to Whitman’s literary project—

there is a tension between limits and the limitless world beyond poetry: “the 

totality of life has been, paradoxically, envisioned in minute dimensions: the 

universe is viewed with a very limited focus. Moreover, it is looked for, 

pointed out and expressed within boundaries.”67 

The sense that the translator brings an a priori poetics to the task is 

critical to a general theory of hybridity in translation. Borges and Felipe show 

two very different ways of dealing with the relationship between self, other 

and realm in what Walter Benjamin might have termed Whitman’s untrans-

latable “essential core.”68 Considering that their approaches to translation 

align with their poetics as writers, reading a text for its translatability might 

be described as an exploitation of the essential core of the text, not so much 

to illustrate the correspondence between two languages, but to explore po-

tentialities within the untranslatable to a point where the source text’s poetics 

become cross-contaminated with those of the translation. In Leaves of 

Grass, the reader encounters ambiguities between self and other, a fine line 

between materiality and immateriality, and mystic view of democracy as a 

social body oscillating between a polyphonic and monophonic paradigm of 

enunciations. Once one step removed from the specific concerns of Whit-

man’s texts, all of these philosophical constructs intersect with the debates 

in translation studies over the fractious and complex relationships between 
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multiple texts, multiple authors and multiple cultures. Taken together, these 

constructs articulate a theory of translation, which effectively forces Felipe 

and Borges to disclose the ways in which they hybridise Whitman’s text along 

the axes of politics and aesthetics. Put more directly, there was no way for 

Felipe to attempt to re-transplant the idealistic freedom promised by Whit-

man’s concept of democracy without closing the gaps in his concepts of self 

and other, vividly illustrated in his assertions that he is picking up the poetic 

torch from Whitman’s outstretched hand, and that Whitman’s American hat 

fits him just as well as its Castilian counterpart. Similarly, there was no way 

for Borges to highlight the limits of mythologised democracy without placing 

the chaotic fluctuations of the Whitmanic self within some system of organ-

ised division.  

 Part of the framework of this essay has taken as a given the in-

betweenness of the translator. In working with critics such as Bhaba and 

López, I have deployed terminology such as “interstitial” and “liminal” which 

warrant reappraisal through the lens of Maria Tymoczko’s writings on the 

reflexive adoption of discourses which assert that translation and translators 

occupy a metaphorical space in-between cultures and languages. Tymoczko 

traces the knee-jerk application and proliferation of this terminology to sev-

eral intellectual currents, notably the Western etymology of translation with 

roots in the Latin word for “to carry across,” poststructuralist tendencies to 

problematise the either/or binaries of structuralist thinking, and to a Romantic 

view of the translator as the marginalised intellectual, capable of navigating 

multiple cultures but properly belonging to none. Tymoczko is most persua-

sive in arguing against the discursive fashioning of a middle place for the 

translator when she frames her argument in systems theory, postulating that 

if languages are systems of constructing meaning, working with multiple lan-

guages at once does not place the translator outside each. Rather, “one must 

conceptualize the translator . . . as operating . . . in a system inclusive of both 

[source language] and [target language], a system that encompasses 

both.”69 Moving to a less theoretical level, Tymoczko argues that far from 

being elite arbiters of cultural exchanges, the systems view of translation 

suggests a hybridisation of ideologies resulting from an active engagement 

with circulating worldviews. Once viewed through the framework of hybridi-

sation, the translator can be seen as a figure who, as Bhaba and Canclini 

suggest, renews the cultural past with a difference, who consumes, produces 

and curates a text. But the translator can also be viewed in ideological terms 

not so much “between cultures and cultural loyalties,” but rather one who is 

“all too involved in divergent ideologies, programs of change, or agendas of 

supervision” resulting from a cross-cultural trafficking of ideas.    

In light of Tymoczko’s ideas, it is possible to view the Whitman, Felipe, 
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Borges constellation less as a contest between translators staking their re-

spective claims over a text. Rather, it is more productive to view these dia-

loguing texts as the staging ground of a transtemporal debate over how the 

modern subject can or cannot express his connections to his fellow man and 

the natural world under certain political frameworks. Part of Whitman’s pro-

ject was to articulate the intersection of romantic, mystic, and pantheistic 

spirituality with the idealistic aspirations of representative democracy in 

which the multitoned voices of a populace become dissolved in the smooth 

functioning of a state. Felipe and Borges pick up this mantle at the broader 

level of a system which encompasses Whitman’s aesthetics, philosophies 

and politics and the transatlantic flow of these ideas at certain historical mo-

ments: one in which a translator committed to the ideals of democracy issued 

a call to arms to defend such an ideology just as it was being gravely threat-

ened in Spain; another in which a translator, perhaps all too wary of the 

chaos wrought by populisms and leftist revolutionary internationalism, cast a 

sceptical glance on the promises of democracy. The interstices discussed 

earlier are not so much a physical liminal zone where the translator remains 

torn between language and culture, text and metatext. The interstice in ques-

tion is more accurately the overlapping of different linguistic, ideological and 

aesthetic systems which are subject to the shifting winds of global events.  

What is unique about this exchange between the three writers dis-

cussed here is how a Whitmanic theory of translation which is perceivable in 

Leaves of Grass itself espouses a fluid hybridisation of author and translator, 

of source language and target language, and of political viewpoints. This 

theory exposes at levels concrete and theoretical how Felipe and Borges 

were compelled to enter into dialogue with Whitman on all of these issues 

separately, but also on the issue of how their theories of translation clashed 

or dovetailed with the American poet’s. Their prolific statements on their own 

translations of Whitman are of course a part of the longstanding tradition of 

translators creating a metatranslational discourse. But they are undoubtedly 

also the product of tangling with a text with obvious theoretical implications 

for their aesthetic and political projects.  Perhaps nowhere is Whitman’s the-

ory of translation articulated more explicitly than in the opening lines of sec-

tion 21 of “Song of Myself”: 

I am the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul, 

The pleasures of heaven are with me and the pains of hell are 

with me, 

The first I graft and increase upon myself, the latter I translate 

into a new tongue. (40)  
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In many regards, Whitman’s statement is both a politics and a poetics. He 

departs from a sense of dualism and places this philosophical question within 

the Judeo-Christian tradition of heaven and hell. His politics are visible first 

in his assertion that friction between ancient oppositions of the highest mag-

nitude—materiality and immateriality, righteousness and sin—has been 

quelled by his confident posture he affects as he asserts that he can contain 

a contradiction. A subtext of these lines also suggest a need to move beyond 

the dichotomous ideology of the Judeo-Christian tradition and towards a 

more egalitarian ethos which is simultaneously embraces the differences be-

tween people and celebrates the universal values which connect them. In 

the final two lines, he relates his aesthetic approach to his politics, in which 

he feels no qualms towards the act of indulging in the divine pleasures of the 

body. More insightful, however, is his proposal to deal with the pains of hell 

through translation. It is here where reiterative expression itself, the act of 

enunciation of spiritual and political experience in manifold languages, is dis-

closed to be one of the aesthetic goals underpinning his poetics. Tuned in to 

the opportunity to “graft and increase” Whitman’s discourse upon them-

selves, Borges and Felipe heed Whitman’s call to exist as a hybrid creature 

and to continuously hybridise his text, to renovate and reframe the ex-

changes between self, other and realm in relation to a debate over the fate 

of democracy and its mythology.   
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